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Introduction:
Enve Canine Services have a responsibility to protect people from harm, including taking reasonable steps to protect our workers (employees and volunteers) and our
clients from Coronavirus. This COVID-19 risk assessment documents how we will help manage risk and protect people attending their dog training lessons. This
document:





Identifies what work activity or situations might cause transmission of the virus.
Thinks about who could be at risk.
Decides how likely it is that someone could be exposed .
Defines actions to remove the activity or situation, or if this is not possible, control the risk.

This risk assessment has been written using a template provided by the HSE in conjunction with all interested parties. This risk assessment is live and therefore will
evolve over time and is subject to change. The most recent version will always be available on our website here: https://www.envecanineservices.co.uk/covid-19-riskassessment/ Agreement to abide by the control measures in this risk assessment will form part of our Terms and Conditions.
Enve Canine Services provide outdoor dog training classes at the following venues:





Minster recreation ground
Isle of Thanet RSPCA Animal Centre
Thanington Resource Centre
Lillyroo’s Glamping, Deal

Enve Caine Services consists of the two partners, one employee and six volunteers (not all are present at each training session). Correspondence with Trading
Standards has indicated that it is allowable within government guidance for classes to resume (from 12th April 2021). Previously Trading Standards suggested that the

number of people on the field at any one time to be 30 people as per outdoor group exercise classes (Appendix 1). The Canine and Feline Sector Group who
specifically advise the dog training industry issued guidance on 23rd March 2021 (Appendix 2) which states that “Where training is organised by a business, charity,
public body or similar, and there has been a risk assessment larger groups are permitted commensurate with the venue”. All venues are large outdoor spaces and
could safely hold far more people than will attend class and as such the numbers attending each venue can more than adequately social distance.
We are now in phase three of the roadmap out of lockdown. Up to and including 3 June 2021 75.8% of the adult population of the UK have had their first dose of
vaccine and 50.9% have had their second dose. All instructors have had at least one dose of vaccine. On 10th May 2021 the Covid-19 UK Alert Level was reduced
from 4 to 3. Although there appears to be a slight increase in the number of positive cases in the UK due to the Delta variant, cases are at a much lower level than
when the business reopened in April. The areas where the Delta variant is prevalent are not within our business catchment area. As a result we have decided to
reinstate offlead activities for our three highest level classes. At Enve Canine Services we have 6 levels of class – puppy, bronze, silver I, silver II, gold I and gold II.
Offlead activities will be allowed for Silver II, Gold I and Gold II classes where the risk is the lowest. Further details are within the Training exercises section.
Notes:
 Throughout this risk assessment where “hands will be sanitised” is stated, it is acceptable to wash thoroughly with soap and water as an alternative.
 Throughout this risk assessment where it states equipment will be cleaned with cleaning spray, this will be with a suitable antiviral disinfectant.

What are the hazards?

Who
might be
harmed
and how?

Controls?

What further action do
you need to consider to
control the risks?

Who needs
to carry out
the action?

When is
the action
needed
by?

Done

Workers

Payments to be made by BACS to avoid the need to handle
money.

Notify existing clients of
change in process

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Completed
07Aug2020

Exceptional circumstance only - correct cash in envelope. Placed
into designated box, hands sanitised after handling envelopes.
Box cleaned before opening.

Notify new clients of
process

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Organisation
Handling of registration
forms and money –
getting or spreading of
coronavirus via surfaces

Customers

Buy plastic post box
Registration forms to be completed by clients at home. Instructed
to print and bring already completed or scan and email. Paper
copies to be placed into designated box, hands sanitised after
handling. Box sanitised before opening. Spare registration forms
to be available but clients must bring own pen.

Purchase hand sanitiser
for clients and workers
Purchase suitable

Notification
- ongoing
for new
clients
joining

What are the hazards?

Who
might be
harmed
and how?

Controls?

What further action do
you need to consider to
control the risks?

Who needs
to carry out
the action?

When is
the action
needed
by?

Done

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

cleaning spray
Items for sale – getting or
spreading of coronavirus
via surfaces

Workers

No items for sale will be displayed on front desk – no browsing.

Customers

Dog treats to be available by pre order and BACS transfer only –
no browsing. Hands will be sanitised before preparing orders.
If leads / harnesses purchased to be paid for by BACS

Congregation –
contracting or spreading
coronavirus by not social
distancing

Workers
Customers

Being outdoors gives adequate space for social distancing and the
risk of airborne transmission is significantly reduced outdoors.
When >2m+ is maintained in the outdoor environment face masks
are considered optional. If social distance is reduced to <2m face
masks are compulsory for both client and instructor (unless
exempt).

Notify clients of change in
process
Update website to
include items available
for pre order.

Places where people would normally gather - reception desk,
seating and refreshments will not be set up so no specific areas to
gather in.

Clients to be notified that
they should not attend if
they or anyone they have
been in contact with are
displaying coronavirus
symptoms. They should
also not attend if they
have been contacted by
Track & Trace and told to
self isolate.

Class start / end times will be staggered by a minimum of 10
minutes to alleviate large numbers of people arriving or leaving at
the same time. Outside of the class times it is the individuals
responsibility not to gather in groups of more than 6 or two
households.

Put in place
arrangements to monitor
and supervise to make
sure social distancing
rules are followed

All venues are outdoor spaces, which could safely hold far more
people than will attend lessons. Numbers on the field will be
controlled by set classes. For venues with multiple classes at the
same time no spectators will be allowed and only one person to
attend per dog. Minster (biggest venue with the most clients so

Obtain / produce signs to
remind people to socially
distance.
Display signs to remind

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Notification
- ongoing
for new
clients
joining

Ongoing

What are the hazards?

Who
might be
harmed
and how?

Controls?

What further action do
you need to consider to
control the risks?

worst case) will have no more than 3 classes ongoing at the same
time with a max of 10 per class. This number does not include the
instructor.

people to socially
distance.

Classes will remain as discrete groups taught by the same
instructor throughout the course (except in case of instructor
absence). Classes will not be mixed. People will not, unless there
are exceptional circumstances, be swapped between classes.

Who needs
to carry out
the action?

When is
the action
needed
by?

Done

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training

Completed
07Aug2020

Provide instruction to
clients to socially
distance throughout
class.

Different training areas (e.g. circles, agility, puppy pens) will be set
up with space in between to allow adequate distancing of the
discrete groups.
Circles and puppy pens must be of adequate size to allow all
clients to socially distance during class.
Clients will be asked to arrive at the training area no more than 5
minutes early for their class.
Social distancing of 2m between dogs/owners reiterated at the
start of each class and during class.
When people are waiting for their turn on the agility/recall there
may be the temptation to gather to talk – markers (cones/poles)
will be used to indicate where people should wait at 2m intervals.
Clients will be asked to leave promptly at the end of their lesson.
Personal queries are not encouraged and can be made after via
phone or email.
Refreshments – getting
or spreading of
coronavirus via surfaces

Workers
Customers

No refreshments will be provided.

Notify clients that there
will be no refreshments

What are the hazards?

Who
might be
harmed
and how?

Controls?

What further action do
you need to consider to
control the risks?

Who needs
to carry out
the action?

When is
the action
needed
by?

Done

classes
Seating - getting or
spreading of coronavirus
via surfaces

Class register – getting or
spreading coronavirus via
surfaces

Workers

No spectators allowed. No seating will be set out.

Notify clients that no
spectators are allowed.

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Customers

Workers

First aid provision / in the
event of an emergency contracting or spreading
coronavirus by not social
distancing and/or getting
or spreading coronavirus
via surfaces

Workers

Increased risk of infection
and complications for
vulnerable workers

Workers

Customers

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

Notification
- ongoing
for new
clients
joining

It is essential to have a record of attendance at class in order to
support Track & Trace. A class register will be completed by a
nominated person. Only that person will touch the paperwork /
pen.

Notify clients that
attendance will be
recorded for Track &
Trace.

A class list will be provided to each instructor ahead of the class
so they have a record of who they are expecting.

Notify instructors of new
process

In the case of emergency each worker should carry a mask for
their own use should it be necessary to provide on the spot
assistance. In the event of imminent danger to a person or animal
a dynamic risk assessment will be necessary to weigh up the risk
of breaching social distancing compared to the risk faced from the
current situation.

Provide masks to all
workers

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

Identify who in your work force fall into one of the following
categories:

Clinically extremely vulnerable

People self-isolating

People with symptoms of coronavirus

Put systems in place so
people know when to
notify you that they fall
into one of these
categories, eg they start

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

Notification
- ongoing
for new
clients
joining

What are the hazards?

Who
might be
harmed
and how?

Controls?

What further action do
you need to consider to
control the risks?



chemotherapy or are
pregnant

Groups who may be at higher risk of poorer outcomes (see
the Public Health England report Disparities in the risk and
outcomes of COVID-19)

Who needs
to carry out
the action?

When is
the action
needed
by?

Done

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

N/A

N/A

Equipment
Equipment set up and
pack up - getting or
spreading of coronavirus
via surfaces and/or
contracting or spreading
coronavirus by not social
distancing

Workers

Maintain social distance when setting up. Face masks required if
social distance <2m.

Purchase hand sanitiser
Purchase cleaning spray

One person in the back of the big van at any one time.

Ongoing

Notify instructors
Sanitise hands before and after set up.
Sanitise hands before and after pack up.
Equipment will be cleaned at the end of the session before being
placed in the van. It will be wiped down with a suitable cleaning
agent.

Agility equipment, circle
poles, puppy pen, metal
stakes, hoops, barrels getting or spreading of
coronavirus via surfaces

Workers

Set up by workers only – no need for clients to touch.

Purchase hand sanitiser

Customers

Workers will sanitise / wash hands before and after handling.

Purchase cleaning spray

Equipment will be cleaned with a suitable cleaning agent at the
end of the day before storage in the van.

Notify clients

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ongoing

If touched by clients hand sanitiser will be available to the clients
to sanitise their hands.
Hand sanitiser will be made available at cleaning stations at each
main area.
Borrowed lead, harness,

Workers

No equipment to be loaned.

N/A

N/A

What are the hazards?

collars etc – getting or
spreading of coronavirus
via surfaces
Tacking line / recall line –
getting or spreading of
coronavirus via surfaces

Who
might be
harmed
and how?

Controls?

What further action do
you need to consider to
control the risks?

Who needs
to carry out
the action?

When is
the action
needed
by?

Done

It may be necessary to use Enve tracking lines / recall lines in
class. In the event of using a line the instructor will sanitise their
hands before and after touching it. The clients should also sanitise
their hands before and after touching it.

Suggest that clients may
wish to invest in their own
long line.

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

Customers
Workers
Customers

Supply sanitiser /
cleaning spray.
Dog water bowls contracting or spreading
coronavirus by not social
distancing

Vehicles – getting or
spreading of coronavirus
via surfaces

Workers

Although there is no evidence that dogs can contract or transmit
Coronavirus the area of the dog water bowls is an area where
people may congregate. As a result, clients will be required to
bring their own water bowls and water. Water will always be
available in the event of emergency or a client forgetting given the
risk of heat stroke in the summer.

Clients to be notified to
bring their own dog water
and water bowls

Vehicles are single occupancy. Cabs will only be accessed by
vehicle driver.

Purchase cleaning spray

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

Read and follow control
measures in the risk
assessment completed
by Minster Parish Council

All who will
use the
facility

03Oct20

Shared to
all
instructors
30Sep20

Ensure emergency
supply of water is
available.

Equipment will be cleaned before being stowed.

Notification
- ongoing
for new
clients
joining

Facilities - Minster
Use of the building

Workers

Refer to Risk Assessment completed by Minster Parish Council.

Ongoing at

What are the hazards?

Who
might be
harmed
and how?

Controls?

What further action do
you need to consider to
control the risks?

Who needs
to carry out
the action?

When is
the action
needed
by?

Done

each use
Gate, toilet door, toilet
facilities – getting or
spreading of coronavirus
via surfaces

Workers

Sanitise hands prior to opening gate and after use

Customers

One in, one out system.

Padlocks and bollards –
getting or spreading
coronavirus via surfaces

Workers

Storage container –
getting or spreading
coronavirus via surfaces

Workers

Getting or spreading
coronavirus in high traffic
areas

Customers

Sign to state process to
be displayed

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

End of
each
lesson

Ongoing

Hand sanitiser to leave in
location
Sanitise hands before and after use

Purchase sanitiser
Notify workers

Sanitise hands before and after use

Purchase sanitiser
Notify workers

Potential pinch point at the bottom end of the field near the skate
park. Ingress will be via the bottom end of the field by the skate
park. Egress via the top end of the field by the outdoor gym
equipment.

Notify clients of new
ingress / egress routes

10 minute gap between classes to allow for movement of people
Clients instructed to arrive at the training area only 5 minutes in
advance of lesson start time.
Rubbish, poo bags –
getting or spreading
coronavirus via surfaces

Workers

All individuals will be reminded at the end of the lesson to dispose
of their own rubbish.

Customers
In the event of something being left behind, hands must be
washed / sanitised after touching and disposing of the item.

Remind clients to take all
rubbish and poo bags
away with them.

All
instructors

Notification
- ongoing
for new
clients
joining

What are the hazards?

Who
might be
harmed
and how?

Controls?

What further action do
you need to consider to
control the risks?

Who needs
to carry out
the action?

When is
the action
needed
by?

Done

Members of the public contracting or spreading
coronavirus by not social
distancing

Workers

Signs to remind about social distancing at top and bottom

Create signs for social
distancing

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

Customers
Display signs reminding
the public about social
distancing

Members
of the
public
Car parking - contracting
or spreading coronavirus
by not social distancing

Ongoing

Customers

Adequate car parking space exists to allow for distancing when
parking. Class start / end times will be staggered by a minimum of
10 minutes to alleviate large numbers of people arriving or leaving
at the same time.

None

N/A

N/A

N/A

Workers

Sanitise hands prior to and after use

Hand sanitiser to leave in
location

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Completed
07Aug2020

Customers

One in, one out system.

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

Facilities – Thanington
Toilet facilities – getting
or spreading of
coronavirus via surfaces

Notify clients
Signage in place (managed by Thanington Resource Centre)

Getting or spreading
coronavirus in high traffic
areas

Customers

Potential pinch point at the front of the building. Ingress will be via
the opening to the field by the disabled parking spaces. Egress via
the path between the building and the children’s play area.
10 minute gap between classes to allow for movement of people
Clients instructed to arrive at the training area only 5 minutes in
advance of lesson start time.

Notify clients of new
ingress / egress routes

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Notification
- ongoing
for new
clients
joining

Notification
- ongoing
for new
clients
joining

What are the hazards?

Who
might be
harmed
and how?

Controls?

What further action do
you need to consider to
control the risks?

Who needs
to carry out
the action?

When is
the action
needed
by?

Done

Rubbish, poo bags –
getting or spreading
coronavirus via surfaces

Workers

All individuals will be reminded at the end of the lesson to dispose
of their own rubbish.

Remind clients to take all
rubbish and poo bags
away with them.

All
instructors

End of
each
lesson

Ongoing

Create signs for social
distancing

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

Customers
In the event of something being left behind, hands must be
washed / sanitised after touching and disposing of the item.

Members of the public contracting or spreading
coronavirus by not social
distancing

Workers

Signs to remind about social distancing at top and bottom

Customers
Display signs reminding
the public about social
distancing

Members
of the
public
Car parking - contracting
or spreading coronavirus
by not social distancing

Customers

Adequate car parking space exists to allow for distancing when
parking. Class start / end times will be staggered by a minimum of
15 minutes to alleviate large numbers of people arriving or leaving
at the same time.

Ongoing

None

N/A

N/A

N/A

Hand sanitiser to leave in
location

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Sanitiser
already
purchased
07Aug20

Facilities – Isle of Thanet RSPCA Animal Centre
Gates – getting or
spreading of coronavirus
via surfaces

Workers

Hand sanitiser in location for use prior to entering training field.

Customers

Sanitise hands prior to opening gate.
Notify clients

Ongoing
each
session
Toilet facilities – getting
or spreading of

Workers

Toilets closed to clients.

Notify clients

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting

Completed
13Sep20

What are the hazards?

Who
might be
harmed
and how?

coronavirus via surfaces
Getting or spreading
coronavirus in high traffic
areas

Controls?

What further action do
you need to consider to
control the risks?

Who needs
to carry out
the action?

Use of toilets by instructor covered by facility risk assessment.
Customers

Ingress and egress will be via the same gates. Enough space to
allow people to pass through one at a time.

When is
the action
needed
by?

Done

training
classes
Notify clients

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
13Sep20

Remind clients to take all
rubbish and poo bags
away with them.

All
instructors

End of
each
lesson

Ongoing

15 minute gap between classes to allow for movement of people
Clients instructed to arrive at the training area only 5 minutes in
advance of lesson start time.
Rubbish, poo bags –
getting or spreading
coronavirus via surfaces

Workers

All individuals will be reminded at the end of the lesson to dispose
of their own rubbish.

Customers
In the event of something being left behind, hands must be
washed / sanitised after touching and disposing of the item.

Car parking - contracting
or spreading coronavirus
by not social distancing

Customers

Adequate car parking space exists to allow for distancing when
parking. Class start / end times will be staggered by a minimum of
15 minutes to alleviate large numbers of people arriving or leaving
at the same time.

None

N/A

N/A

N/A

Members of the public contracting or spreading
coronavirus by not social
distancing

Workers

Private facility.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Sanitise hands prior to and after use – provided by the venue.

Notify clients

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting

Completed
13Sep20

Customers

Facilities – Lillyroo’s Glamping, Deal
Gate, toilet door, toilet
facilities – getting or

Workers

What are the hazards?

Who
might be
harmed
and how?

Controls?

What further action do
you need to consider to
control the risks?

Who needs
to carry out
the action?

spreading of coronavirus
via surfaces

Customers

One in, one out system.

Carry out control
measures

P. Copley

Storage facility – getting
or spreading coronavirus
via surfaces

Workers

Sanitise hands before and after use

Notify workers

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Carry out action
P. Copley

Getting or spreading
coronavirus in high traffic
areas

Customers

Ingress and egress through the same gateway.

When is
the action
needed
by?
training
classes

Done

Ongoing

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
13Sep20
Ongoing

Notify clients of new
ingress / egress routes

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
13Sep20

Remind clients to take all
rubbish and poo bags
away with them.

All
instructors

End of
each
lesson

Ongoing

Sign to remind about social distancing to be displayed.

Display signs reminding
the public about social
distancing

P.Copley

At each
class

Ongoing

Adequate car parking space exists to allow for distancing when
parking. Class start / end times will be staggered by a minimum of
15 minutes to alleviate large numbers of people arriving or leaving

None

N/A

N/A

N/A

15 minute gap between classes to allow for movement of people
Clients instructed to arrive at the training area only 5 minutes in
advance of lesson start time.

Rubbish, poo bags –
getting or spreading
coronavirus via surfaces

Workers

All individuals will be reminded at the end of the lesson to dispose
of their own rubbish.

Customers
In the event of something being left behind, hands must be
washed / sanitised after touching and disposing of the item.

Members of the public contracting or spreading
coronavirus by not social
distancing

Workers
Customers
Members
of the
public

Car parking - contracting
or spreading coronavirus
by not social distancing

Customers

What are the hazards?

Who
might be
harmed
and how?

Controls?

What further action do
you need to consider to
control the risks?

Who needs
to carry out
the action?

When is
the action
needed
by?

Done

at the same time.
Training exercises - It may be necessary to change class content to bring it in line with COVID-secure guidelines. Whilst on a public training field, all dogs must be on lead at all
times. Clients may wish to purchase a long line for their own use on the agility / for class exercises.
Any ad-hoc exercises not
specified below contracting or spreading
coronavirus by not social
distancing and/or getting
or spreading coronavirus
via surfaces

Workers

Off lead work (obedience,
hoopers and agility) contracting or spreading
coronavirus by not social
distancing

Workers

Customers

Customers

In the event of an exercise not being listed below it is the
responsibility of the instructor to perform a dynamic risk
assessment at the time in order to assess the risk of transmitting
coronavirus from the activity in conjunction with the principles laid
out in this document. Other activities can be added at future
revisions.

None

All
instructors

At point of
activity

Ongoing

From April 2020 until May 2021 no offlead work has been carried
out due to the risk of dogs running off to see other dogs and
having to be retrieved meaning one cannot maintain social
distance.

Notify clients that dogs
must be on lead at all
times in the training area
and direct them to the
suitable areas outside of
that for off lead exercise
should they so wish.

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

Given the reduction in coronavirus cases and increasing levels of
vaccination, offlead work will be reintroduced only for the three
highest levels of classes – silver II, gold I and gold II. At these
levels the dogs have sufficient training that the risk of them
running off is significantly reduced. These dogs also have a
trained recall therefore should be retrievable without reducing
social distance. Should the owner need to retrieve their dog and
reduce social distance, they will put on a face mask (unless
exempt). This would create a transient reduction of social distance
anticipated to be for under a minute. It is still the instructor’s
responsibility to make a dynamic risk assessment at the point of
carrying out the exercise.
All activities for bronze and silver 1 classes will be on lead as

Notify clients of change
of policy

Notification
- ongoing
for new
clients
joining

What are the hazards?

Who
might be
harmed
and how?

Controls?

What further action do
you need to consider to
control the risks?

Who needs
to carry out
the action?

When is
the action
needed
by?

Done

Provide face mask,
sanitiser and cleaning
spray

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

Provide sanitiser and
cleaning spray

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

these dogs do not have the same level of training and can still be
unpredictable. Obedience classes will focus on loose lead walking
instead of off lead heel. Agility, scentwork and hoopers will be
carried out on lead or on tracking line. Tracking line may be
utilised for other activities as specified in this document. Controls
for the use of Enve tracking lines/recall lines can be found in the
Equipment section of this document.
Agility / hoopers tunnel
(helping new dogs /
puppies through the
tunnel, taking lead from
owner, touching dog and
lead) - getting or
spreading coronavirus via
surfaces or contracting or
spreading coronavirus by
not social distancing

Workers

Tunnel in puppy area for independent exploration and confidence
building.

Customers
Owner may attempt the tunnel alone by passing their lead
through. If assistance is required instructor will ask clients
permission to assist and explain what that will entail. The owner
and instructor will put on a face mask and the instructor will
sanitise hands before and after touching the dogs collar/lead.
Transient reduction of social distance anticipated to be for under
30 seconds. If an instructor does not wish to assist then the
obstacle will be omitted.
Provide sanitiser for the clients to use if they touch the tunnel.
Cleaned after class.

Stay (instructor holding
dog, dog breaking stay
and running off, touching
metal spike) - getting or
spreading coronavirus via
surfaces or contracting or
spreading coronavirus by
not social distancing

Workers

Instructors will not hold dogs for stays.

Customers

Bronze and Silver I classes will use metal spikes to hook lead over
for stays. At Silver II, Gold I and Gold II levels the dogs have
sufficient training that the risk of them running off is significantly
reduced. These dogs also have a trained recall therefore should
be retrievable without reducing social distance. Should the owner
need to retrieve their dog and reduce social distance, they will put
on a face mask (unless exempt). This would create a transient

What are the hazards?

Who
might be
harmed
and how?

Controls?

What further action do
you need to consider to
control the risks?

Who needs
to carry out
the action?

When is
the action
needed
by?

Done

Remind clients to maintain a social distance of 2m throughout
class

Reminder at point of
exercise

All
instructors

Each time
the
exercise is
carried out

Ongoing

Remind clients to maintain a social distance of 2m throughout the
exercise

Reminder at point of
exercise

All
instructors

Each time
the
exercise is
carried out

Ongoing

Instructor to conduct the exercise at a social distance of 2m

Reminder to instructors
to maintain social
distance in this exercise.

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

reduction of social distance anticipated to be for under a minute. It
is still the instructor’s responsibility to make a dynamic risk
assessment at the point of carrying out the exercise.
Hand sanitiser to be provided for the clients to use if they touch
the spike.
To be cleaned after class.
On lead obedience
heelwork - contracting or
spreading coronavirus by
not social distancing

Workers

Dog manners contracting or spreading
coronavirus by not social
distancing

Workers

People manners contracting or spreading
coronavirus by not social
distancing

Workers

Wait

N/A

No risk – no change to this exercise

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Door manners contracting or spreading
coronavirus by not social
distancing

Workers

No change to individual door manners.

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Multiple dog door manners, doorways must be situated so that
they allow clients to remain at 2m social distance throughout the
exercise.

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

Customers

Reminder to instructors
to maintain social
distance in this exercise.

Food/toy distractions -

Workers

During

Ongoing.

Customers

Customers

Customers

No change for food manners. Toy manners, if the dog gets the toy

Instructors to let clients

All

Ongoing

Ongoing

What are the hazards?

getting or spreading
coronavirus via surfaces

Who
might be
harmed
and how?
Customers

Retrieve - getting or
spreading coronavirus via
surfaces

Workers

Adult recall in and out of
sight (risk of dog running
off and having to be
retrieved) - contracting or
spreading coronavirus by
not social distancing

Workers

Emergency stop - (risk of
dog running off and
having to be retrieved) contracting or spreading
coronavirus by not social
distancing

Workers

Controls?

What further action do
you need to consider to
control the risks?

Who needs
to carry out
the action?

When is
the action
needed
by?

Done

and the owner needs to retrieve it, they will need to sanitise their
hands before touching the toy. It will then be placed back on the
ground.

know about new process

instructors

class

No lending of retrieve articles. Clients must bring their own retrieve
article.

Remind clients to bring
own retrieve article

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

During
class

Ongoing

Tracking line for Bronze and Silver I. Controls for the use of Enve
tracking lines/recall lines can be found in the Equipment section of
this document.

None

N/A

N/A

N/A

None

N/A

N/A

N/A

Customers

Customers

At Silver II, Gold I and Gold II levels the dogs have sufficient
training that the risk of them running off is significantly reduced.
These dogs also have a trained recall therefore should be
retrievable without reducing social distance. Should the owner
need to retrieve their dog and reduce social distance, they will put
on a face mask (unless exempt). This would create a transient
reduction of social distance anticipated to be for under a minute. It
is still the instructor’s responsibility to make a dynamic risk
assessment at the point of carrying out the exercise.

Customers

This exercise is only carried out at Silver II, Gold I and Gold II
level. At these levels the dogs have sufficient training that the risk
of them running off is significantly reduced. These dogs also have
a trained recall therefore should be retrievable without reducing
social distance. Should the owner need to retrieve their dog and
reduce social distance, they will put on a face mask (unless
exempt). This would create a transient reduction of social distance
anticipated to be for under a minute. It is still the instructor’s
responsibility to make a dynamic risk assessment at the point of
carrying out the exercise.

What are the hazards?

Who
might be
harmed
and how?

Controls?

What further action do
you need to consider to
control the risks?

Who needs
to carry out
the action?

When is
the action
needed
by?

Done

Send away - (risk of dog
running off and having to
be retrieved) - contracting
or spreading coronavirus
by not social distancing

Workers

This exercise is only carried out at Gold I and Gold II levels. At
these levels the dogs have sufficient training that the risk of them
running off is significantly reduced. These dogs also have a
trained recall therefore should be retrievable without reducing
social distance. Should the owner need to retrieve their dog and
reduce social distance, they will put on a face mask (unless
exempt). This would create a transient reduction of social distance
anticipated to be for under a minute. It is still the instructor’s
responsibility to make a dynamic risk assessment at the point of
carrying out the exercise.

Remind clients to mark
the floor with scent, not a
pole.

All
instructors

Each time
the
exercise is
carried out

Ongoing

Provide sanitiser and
cleaning spray

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

Inform instructors of
omission of this activity

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training

Completed
07Aug2020

Customers

Controls for the use of Enve tracking lines/recall lines can be
found in the Equipment section of this document.
Hand signals and
distance control (risk of
dog running off and
having to be retrieved,
touching metal spike) getting or spreading
coronavirus via surfaces
or contracting or
spreading coronavirus by
not social distancing

Workers
Customers

Bronze and Silver I classes will use metal spikes to hook lead over
for stays. At Silver II, Gold I and Gold II levels the dogs have
sufficient training that the risk of them running off is significantly
reduced. These dogs also have a trained recall therefore should
be retrievable without reducing social distance. Should the owner
need to retrieve their dog and reduce social distance, they will put
on a face mask (unless exempt). This would create a transient
reduction of social distance anticipated to be for under a minute. It
is still the instructor’s responsibility to make a dynamic risk
assessment at the point of carrying out the exercise.
Hand sanitiser to be provided for the clients to use if they touch
the spike. Cleaning spray after class.

Handling other dogs contracting or spreading
coronavirus by not social

Workers
Customers

Will not be carried out.

What are the hazards?

Who
might be
harmed
and how?

Controls?

What further action do
you need to consider to
control the risks?

Who needs
to carry out
the action?

distancing
Puppy play (if recall fails
and puppy needs to be
returned to owner) contracting or spreading
coronavirus by not social
distancing

When is
the action
needed
by?

Done

classes
Workers

Integral part of the class. Offer clients the opportunity to only take
part if they wish..

Customers
Owners will wear a face mask when retrieving their puppy (unless
exempt). Transient reduction of social distance anticipated to be
for under a minute.

Inform clients of process

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Inform instructors of
process

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020
Ongoing

Hand sanitiser and face
masks to be available

Clients are not touch anyone else’s puppy.
Puppy vet checks
(touching other peoples
dogs, collar and leads
and being close enough
to exchange dogs) contracting or spreading
coronavirus by not social
distancing and getting or
spreading coronavirus via
surfaces

Workers

Puppy recall (holding of
dog – close enough to
exchange dog) contracting or spreading
coronavirus by not social
distancing

Workers

Offlead play - adult dogs

Workers

Vet checks will be carried out on own dogs only.

Inform instructors of
change to procedure

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

Integral part of the class. Offer clients the opportunity to only take
part if they wish. Explain the exercise and the need to reduce
social distance to take place and the control measures.

Inform clients of process

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
07Aug2020

At point of

Ongoing

Customers

Customers

Instructor and owner will wear a face mask and sit/kneel/crouch
(distanced from the owner by 1m vertically, not face to face).
Owner remains standing. Instructor will sanitise hands, take lead,
perform recall and sanitise hands again. Transient reduction of
social distance anticipated to be for under a minute.
Instructor will decide on appropriateness of the activity based on

Inform instructors of
process

Ongoing

Hand sanitiser and face
masks to be available

Inform clients of process

E. Fernando

What are the hazards?

at private facilities only contracting or spreading
coronavirus by not social
distancing

Scentwork – search
articles - getting or
spreading coronavirus via
surfaces

Who
might be
harmed
and how?
Customers

Workers

Controls?

the individual dog’s strength of recall. Offer clients the opportunity
to only take part if they wish. Explain the potential need to reduce
social distance if they are unable to recall their dog.

What further action do
you need to consider to
control the risks?

Who needs
to carry out
the action?

When is
the action
needed
by?

Done

exercise
Inform instructors of
process

If the owner has to retrieve their dog, then they will put on a face
mask when doing so. Transient reduction of social distance
anticipated to be for under a minute.

Hand sanitiser and face
masks to be available

Scent / food will be hidden on the search articles by the instructor.
Hands to be sanitised before and after touching search article.

Inform instructors of
process

Search articles that are portable will be sprayed with cleaning
spray after use before storage.

Hand sanitiser to be
available

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
13Sep20

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
13Sep20

E. Fernando
V. Lewis

Ahead of
re-starting
training
classes

Completed
13Sep20

Customers

Clients have no need to touch search articles.
Scentwork - spreading
coronavirus by not social
distancing

Workers

Scentwork will be carried out outdoors where a social distance of
2m+ is easily maintained.

Customers
Clients reminded to remain 2m+ apart whilst waiting for their turn

Scentwork - off lead
searching - contracting or
spreading coronavirus by
not social distancing

Workers
Customers

Bronze and Silver I searches will be on a long line. At Silver II,
Gold I and Gold II levels the dogs have sufficient training that the
risk of them running off is significantly reduced. These dogs also
have a trained recall therefore should be retrievable without
reducing social distance. Should the owner need to retrieve their
dog and reduce social distance, they will put on a face mask
(unless exempt). This would create a transient reduction of social
distance anticipated to be for under a minute. It is still the
instructor’s responsibility to make a dynamic risk assessment at
the point of carrying out the exercise.
Controls for the use of Enve tracking lines/recall lines can be
found in the Equipment section of this document.

Inform clients of process
Inform instructors of
process
Notify clients that dogs
must be on a long line for
searches for Bronze and
Silver I

More information on managing risk: www.hse.gov.uk/simple-health-safety/risk/

Revision History
Version

Date

Changes

Rev 1

29 Jul 2020

This is the original

Rev 2

07 Aug 2020

Updated to record completed actions.
Amendment to cleaning of Thanington toilet facilities based on feedback from the Resource Centre.

Rev 3

03 Sep 2020

Minor clarifications to text.
Updated to include Isle of Thanet RSPCA Animal Centre, Bell Meadow and Lillyroo’s Glamping venues.
Updated to include hoopers and scentwork.
Process for tunnels updated.

Rev 4

24 Sep 2020

Updated to reflect completed actions from RSPCA, Bell Meadow and Lillyroo’s.
Updated to reflect completed Scentwork actions.
Updated to include the building at Minster.

Rev 5

01 Oct 2020

Updated on receipt of Minster pavilion risk assessment

Rev 6

16 Apr 2021

Six month review - entire document reviewed for continued applicability.
Removal of St Nicholas as a venue.
Time between classes amended to 10 minutes.
Additional requirements for face masks for clients added for when social distance is <2m

Rev 7

04 Jun 2021

Updated to reflect current state of the pandemic. As a result of the reduction of the UK covid alert level from 4 to 3 on 10th May
2021, falling cases and increasing vaccination numbers, offlead work will recommence for Silver II, Gold I and Gold II levels only.
At Silver II, Gold I and Gold II levels the dogs have sufficient training that the risk of them running off is significantly reduced.
These dogs also have a trained recall therefore should be retrievable without reducing social distance. Should the owner need to
retrieve their dog and reduce social distance, they will put on a face mask (unless exempt). This would create a transient
reduction of social distance anticipated to be for under a minute. It is still the instructor’s responsibility to make a dynamic risk
assessment at the point of carrying out the exercise. Relevant exercises therefore updated.
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